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Abstract 

 

Background: Many scientific literature and layout press have recommended that 

computer office workers are at increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorder 

(MSD) or musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS). Early study often found that computer 

office workers performance decreasing day by due to MSS. In this study self-reported 

musculoskeletal symptoms and associated risk factors of arm, neck and shoulder was 

identified.  

Method: There are 100 computer office workers participate in this study. The 

standardized Nordic musculoskeletal questionnaire and Maastricht Upper extremity 

questionnaire are used for identifying the one year prevalence of self-reported 

musculoskeletal symptoms and associated physical and psychological risk factors. 

Result: The mean age was 40.61 ± 7.67 years, 81% were male and 19% were female. 

The 1 year prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms was 91.1% and 47.5% reported 

causing disruption in activities of daily living (ADL). There was a strong association 

between ages with MSS. The participants have a good workstation but most of them 

have no height adjustable chair which may lead MSS. Most of the participants 

reported that they maintain good work posture but did repetitive work. In addition 

some other risk factors also identified such as work with extensive pressure, awkward 

posture, lack of taking short break for them. 

Conclusion: The prevalence of MSS is very high among computer users in 

Bangladesh as a developing country in compare with another country of developed 

country. Lack of awareness, lack of ergonomics practices, lack of research and lack of 

government contribution were the most influencing factors to increase the prevalence 

of MSS. This problem can be effectively prevented through solving this problem.  

 

Keyword: Computer office workers, Ergonomics, Risk factors, musculoskeletal 

symptoms.  
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1.1. Background 

In the past 30 years work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) have become a 

growing concern in industrialized countries (El-bestar, El-Mitwalli and Khashaba 

2011, p.195). In the early seventies Complaints of arm neck shoulder and back were 

recognized as an important work disability (Bergquist et al. 2001). According to the 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) (cited in Bjornerem, 

2009) work related musculoskeletal disorders are the most widespread medical 

problem that affects 7% of population without back pain (Kothiyal & Bjornerem, 

2009). The use of computer is increasing not only in developed country but also in 

developing country such as Bangladesh, Srilanka, Sudan etc. It is a consequence of 

rapid industrialization which has increased the complaints of arm, neck, shoulder 

(CANS) and back pain (Priyanga et al, 2011; Wahlstrom et al. 2005). CANS is 

defined as complaints of arm, neck and shoulder without any ‗systemic disease‘ or 

‗acute trauma‘. Complaints of arm, neck and shoulder and back are known as 

‗occupational cramps‘ or ‗occupational myalgia‘ (Bergquest et al. 2001). This is a big 

issue which affects occupational performance.  

Every year the overall medical expenditure due to complaints of arm, neck, shoulder 

related absenteeism is 45$ to 54$ in USA. Similarly 2.1 billion euro spend in 

Netherland (Eltayeb et al. 2008; Bongers et al. 2002).  In a study of Srilanka 

prevalence of CANS is observed among 56.9% computer users. 22.7% of these have 

taken treatment from health professionals and 9.3% remain absent from work, with an 

additional 15.4% experiencing disruption normal activity due to complaints of arm, 

neck, shoulder (Ranasinghe et al. 2011). 

 

In Bangladesh one study found the most common areas of pain experienced. These 

are eye (56%), neck (61%), hand/wrist (73%), lower back (63%) and knee (74%) 

among computer graphics designers. For typist most common pain positions are eye 

(60%), neck (62%), hand/wrist (71%), shoulder (85%), upper back (57%), lower back 

(87%) and foot (71%). Similarly for computer office users most common pain 

Chapter 1                                                                             Introduction 
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positions are upper back (62%), lower back (30 %), hand/wrist (29%) and feet (32%) 

(Iqbal, Akhter and Azem, 2010).  

 

Now-a-days computer has an essential role in our life including education, work and 

games. Though computer has a great contribution to make our life easiest it also has 

some disadvantages. Long duration of computer usage in incorrect posture causes 

fatigue of eyes, pain in shoulder, wrist and back (Iqbal, Akhter and Azem,  2010). 

One study found that psychological and sleep related symptoms were associated with 

daily computer use. (Nakazawa et al. 2002).Many authors stated in their article that 

self-reported complaints of pain or ache are often seen among continuous computer 

users (Kothiyal & Bjornerem, 2009). Further research has shown evidence of using a 

computer mouse with wrist extension more than 20 degree can cause of carpal tunnel 

syndrome. Neck flexion of more than 20 degree is recognized as a risk factor for 

developing musculoskeletal disorder (Wahlstrom, 2005a). 

 

 Also some literature has shown a significant association of pain in neck and wrist 

where there are 30 hours of mouse use per week & 15 hours of typing per week 

(Waersted, 2010). Similarly mouse use >3 to 4 hours lead to fatigue of forearm 

muscle (Wahlstrom, 2005b). One community based case control study found 

significant influence between daily computer usage more than 4 hours per day and 

shoulder neck diagnosis (58% subjects are affected by the tension neck syndrome) 

among women (Waersted, 2010). 

 

Literature stated that people with severe musculoskeletal disorder apply more force 

for keyboarding. A Swedish cross sectional study indicated that women complain of 

pain in various body parts over men (Wahlstrom, 2005a). Different cross sectional 

studies documented subjective pain and identified an influence of workstation design 

with neck and shoulder symptoms (Waersted, 2010).  

 

Aspects of workstation design, data equipment & work technique (such as forearm 

support for neck symptoms, mouse position, and mouse design & neck flexion angle) 

have a significant influence on neck/shoulder symptoms. Some studies documented 

that there is an association between mechanical forces with psychosocial risk factors. 

Different studies investigated many risk factors which is associated with cumulative 
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trauma disorder such as repetitive motion, excessive force, maintaining awkward 

posture, constraint posture for long time, mechanical stress via direct pressure, 

extreme temperature for computer users. One prospective study found that non neutral 

position causes musculoskeletal disorder in different body parts (Waersted, 2010). 

Repetitive work is associated with increased risk of developing MSD (Wahlstrom, 

2005b). Duration of computer usage per day, body weight and poor neck posture is 

considered as risk factors in Bangladesh (Iqbal, Akhter and Azem, 2010). 

 

Working style, mechanical stress and psychological factors have a significant 

influence on MSD (Waersted, 2010). Psychological factors refers to high job 

demands, time pressure, low dicision latitude, mental stress, job dissatisfaction , high 

workload, lack of social support from the collegues & superiors. Several of the 

models recommended adverse psychosocial factors cause mental stress. This is 

assumed to increse the risk of musculoskeletal  symptoms  (Wahlstrom, 2005a).  

1.2. Significance 

Within the last two decades the number of people using computers has increased. 

Literature shows that computer users have risen from 30% in 1989 to 65% in 2001 

(Wahlstrom, 2005b). Wahlstrom (2005a) also documented that the intensive use of 

computer in day to day activity brought many new and unexpected occupational 

problem. Different studies reported the intensity of computer use is increasing day by 

day and the intensity of musculoskeletal disorder or musculoskeletal symptoms are 

increasing in the same manner. Some author shows that continuous computer users 

have complaints of pain or ache (Bjornerem, 2009). 

The evidence base surrounding this topic area is limited therefore suggesting there is a 

gap in the literature for a study such this. Ergonomics in the office environment is a 

prominent area in which occupational therapists work, this study may assist the 

therapist in running or setting up future programs. This study also focuses on the 

disruption in activities of daily living due to musculoskeletal symptoms. So, this will 

be helpful in future intervention strategy & further research. 
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1.3. Aim of the study 

 
To identify the prevalence & associated physical & psychological risk factors of 

complaints of arm, neck, shoulder pain among office computer users in Bangladesh. 

 

 

1.4. Objective of the study 

 To determine the prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms among computer 

users in last 12 months. 

 To determine the association between socio-demographic factors & 

musculoskeletal symptoms. 

 To know the disruptions in carrying out normal activities (eg: job, house work) 

due to musculoskeletal symptoms in different body parts. 

 To determine most affected body region by MSS. 

 To determine ergonomic physical & psychological risk factors. 
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2.1. Ergonomics 

Ergonomics is derived from ―ergon‖ & ―nomos‖. ―Ergon‖ means work &―nomos‖ 

means laws which represent the science of work. Ergonomics is the scientific study of 

people at work and their workplace. The working definition of ergonomics used by 

occupational health practitioners is simple: it is the study of how to fit work to the 

workers more generally, in everyday practice (Sanders, 2004, p.494). Ergonomics has 

come to mean the design of tool and equipment in both working and nonworking 

settings, to reduce the risk factors for musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) (Sanders, 

2004, p.494). The goal of ergonomics is to reduce stress and eliminate injuries and 

disorders associated with the overuse of muscles, bad posture, and repeated tasks. 

This is accomplished by designing tasks, work spaces, controls, displays, tools, 

lighting, and equipment to fit the employees‘ physical capabilities and limitations 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2004 cited in Sanders, 2004, p. 496). 

Ergonomist apply ergonomics in a broad aspect such as organisational, 

environmental, social, cognitive, and physical and other relevant factors humans and 

other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theoretical principles, data 

and methods to design in order to optimize human wellbeing and overall system 

performance. Ergonomics studies have often examined the muscle load in healthy 

pain free subjects and assumed that higher levels of muscle activity during work 

represented higher risks for developing musculoskeletal discomfort (Szeto, Straker 

and O‘Sullivan, 2005, p.271). 

Implementation of a worksite ergonomics programs are known to be effective in 

reducing work related complaints in the workforce. Awareness programs are also 

known to be cost effective investment for employers, as it reduces the occurrences of 

symptoms, improve productivity & reduce medical expenses (Fagarasanu, 2006). 

 

 

 

Chapter 2                                                                       Literature review 
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2.2. Musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) 

Musculoskeletal symptoms in different body parts can be defined as aches, pain, or 

discomfort (Devereux et al. 2002). Any feelings of muscle have been pulled, burn or 

twitched. Symptoms may vary from person to person. Musculoskeletal symptoms are 

the sign of the trauma that causes the musculoskeletal disorder. Injuries often start as 

minor aches and pains but can develop into disabling injuries that affect our activities 

of daily living such as laundry, hobbies and even the ability to pick up our children 

(Saravanan, 2011). 

 

2.3. Risk factors for developing musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) or 

musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) 

According to the world health organization (WHO) there are 150 million computers 

used worldwide. For doing computerized job a person needs to be more deskbound 

and require more cognitive processing and mental attention than non-computerized or 

blue collar jobs (Johnston et al. 2010). 

 

Risk factors for developing musculoskeletal symptoms or musculoskeletal disorder 

refers to any factors that are not directly caused by MSD or MSS. There are many risk 

factors for developing MSS or MSD. 

 

The actual causes of developing MSD or MSS among computer users are unknown. 

But there are many risk factors that have been identified for developing MSS/ MSD 

for computer users. Different literatures define different types of risk factors for 

computer users. Mainly there are three types of risk factors- physical, psychosocial, 

environmental risk factors (Johnston et al. 2010). The following physical, 

psychosocial as well as organizational factors all affect the workers musculoskeletal 

health characterizes computer work (Sanders, 2004). Additionally there are some 

individual factors such as age, gender, smoking, strength, anthropometry, presence of 

systemic illness (Diabetes Mellitus, Rheumatoid Arthritis, kidney problem, high blood 

pressure, gout, Reynaud‘s phenomenon etc.) (European Agency for Safety and Health 

at work, 1993 and Bruce and Bernard 1997 cited in Sanders, 2004, p. 278). 
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Literature suggest that the following occupational risk may contribute to MSD: 

Shoulder load, static tension of the neck, shoulder and arm muscles, and highly 

repetitive contraction in the muscle, work at or above shoulder level, repetitive 

grasping, extreme deviations of the wrists and repetitive lifting loads (Sanders, 2004). 

 

2.3.1. Physical or biomechanical risk factors 
 

According to the National institute for occupational safety and health (NIOSH), 

American conference of governmental industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) and most 

researchers (cited in Jacob, 2008, p.221) recognizes the following factors as physical 

risk factors like repetition, force, awkward posture, static posture, dynamic factors 

such as velocity of movement, mechanical compression, vibration and cool 

temperature. The risk of developing MSS depends on which risk factor is working 

along with some characteristics such as excessive intensity, long duration and extreme 

temperature. 

When more than one risk factors work the risk of developing MSD increased at a vast 

amount (Sanders, 2004). Research suggests that the following occupational risks may 

contribute to MSD in case of computer users: shoulder load, static tension of the neck, 

shoulder, and arm muscle, highly repetitive contractions in shoulder muscles, work at 

or above shoulder level, repetitive grasping, repetitive lifting of loads and extreme 

deviations of the wrist (Lehman, Psihogios & Meulenbroek 2001;  Croon et al. 2005).    

 

2.3.2. Repetitive motion and force 

Repetition refers to the performance of the same motions over and over within a given 

time period. Repetition is reported as a risk factor in itself or as an exposure. A 

moderate level of repetition may be seen as protective, since it can increase muscle 

strength and flexibility (this is the concept behind exercise). It can also assist blood 

flow through muscles, thus relieving the stressful nature of static muscle contractions 

(Sanders, 2004). 

 

Force is the mechanical effort required to carry out a movement or to prevent 

movement. Force may be exerted against a work piece or tool, or against gravity, to 

stabilize body segments. Force does not necessarily imply motion. The dynamic act of 

lifting a work piece and the static act holding that piece in position both require force, 

generated by muscles, transmitted through tendons and exerted by body segments on 
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the work piece. Excessive force can cause muscle fibre damage. Forceful muscle 

contraction also raises intramuscular pressure (IMP), which may compress nerves and 

blood vessels within the active muscle (Sanders, 2004). According to the NIOSH 

summary of upper-extremity MSD found evidence of a causal relationship between 

exposure to force and disorders of the neck and elbow, as well as carpal tunnel 

syndrome (CTS) and hand-wrist tendonitis (Bernard, 1997) 

 

For any task performance overextended periods, the task usually involves the 

simultaneous presence of two or more risk factors that further increase the risk of 

developing MSS. The combined effect of excessive force and repetitive movement 

has been suggested to be considerably more injurious than either factor alone. The 

path physiology is not completely known. Studies have demonstrated that high 

repetition of negligible force applied to the same muscle group, joint or tendon causes 

inflammation of soft tissues (Jacobs, 2008). 

 

The musculoskeletal problems associated with repetitive work have become a concern 

to certain occupational groups such as computer users (Sanders, 2004). Keyboard 

operators exert peak forces in the range of 2 to 3 N, approximately three to nine times 

more than the force required to activate the key. The use of this amount of force 

means that keyboard keys are moved downward to their limit (Jacobs, 2008). Long 

duration of keyboard and mouse use may result in repetitive motion & high force 

(Johnston et al. 2008). Office workers with greater frequent and severity exerted 

higher levels of key force while typing than those who reported fewer and less severe 

symptoms (Jacobs, 2008). 

 

2.3.3. Awkward posture 

Awkward postures involve working in a position that is deviated from neutral. The 

rules of good body mechanics suggest that neutral body postures are most efficient 

and effective. Awkward postures bring the body out of alignment and are less 

efficient and effective. All joints move through a special range of motion. Postures in 

the middle of the range of motion are generally considered neutral postures. Postures 

at the end of the range can be considered awkward (Sanders, 2004). Prolonged 

awkward postures of the head, neck and upper extremities can contribute to 

complaints of pain, parathesias and numbness, having following three major 
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consequences. Awkward posture leads increasing pressure and tension on interrupted 

nerve. It also shortens muscle. Over time, muscles will adaptively shorten. When the 

shortened muscle is stretched, local discomfort can occur. A shortened muscle also 

compresses the nerve. Creating muscle imbalance that results in musculoskeletal 

misalignment. An anatomic, biomechanical and physiologic change in the muscles 

causes muscle weakness (Sanders, 2004). 

 
 

Sauter and co-workers analysed self-reported data from several hundred computer 

users and found a number of posture related factors associated with the presence of 

musculoskeletal discomfort.  Low and soft seat surfaces were associated with leg 

discomfort, and keyboards placed above elbow level were associated with arm 

discomfort as well as high levels of neck and shoulder girdle discomfort (Jacobs, 

2008). Common awkward postures observed in the office environment involve the 

neck, back, shoulders, and wrists.  For example back flexion is observed as the 

computer operator leans forward away from the back of the chair. Neck extension 

occurs when the monitor is too high and the operator must look up to the screen. 

Wrist extension occurs when the keyboard is too low and the wrist rests on the work 

surface or the edge of the keyboard. Wrist flexion occurs when the keyboard is too 

high. Ulnar deviation of the wrist in excess of 20 degrees has frequently been 

observed and has been associated with elevated pressure in the carpal tunnel 

(Waersted, Hanvold & Veiersted, 2010). When the keyboard is too far away, shoulder 

flexion allows the operator to reach the keys. Awkward postures include asymmetrical 

posture (Sanders, 2004). There are number of postures used by keyboard operators 

who suffered from serious upper extremity symptoms. These postures included the 

―alienated thumb‖ and the hyper extended fifth digit, both of which induce to access 

the keyboard at potentially injurious joint angels and muscle lengths. Faucet and 

Rempel (cited in Jacobs, 2008) showed that keyboard height was significantly related 

to severe pain and stiffness in the shoulders, neck and upper back in a group of 150 

computer operators working in a news room. Research shows that significant 

increases in muscle activity levels and amount of perceived effort are related to the 

position of the arm and forearm during manipulation of the mouse and to users 

anthropometric characteristics. It is also seen that less than optimal placement of the 

mouse was associated with a prevalence of upper limb symptoms (Jacobs, 2008). 
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Several cross sectional studies recording subjective pain symptoms only have 

association between neck and shoulder symptoms with computer work (Etayeb et al. 

2007). 

 

2.3.4. Static posture 

Static postures are those postures held over a period of time that resist the force of 

gravity or stabilize a work piece or body part. Static posture requires isometric muscle 

force (exertion without accompanying movement) (Sanders, 2004). Static work can be 

particularly stressful to the musculoskeletal system. Static work involves a prolonged 

state of contraction during which no movements is being performed. During static 

contractions, the internal pressure of muscle tissue compresses blood vessels and 

reduces blood flow to the muscle so that the oxygen and energy supply to the exertion 

and duration of forces (Kromer & Grandjean, 2001; Sanders, 2004). Laboratory 

studies provide plausible hypotheses for the mechanism that may explain the 

mechanism through which chronic reduction of blood flow from static contractions 

may lead to MSDs. Reduced blood flow, disruption of the transportation of nutrients 

and oxygen can produce intramuscular oedema. The effect can be compounded in 

situations in which recovery time between static contractions is insufficient. Different 

epidemiology studies demonstrate an association between static contractions or 

prolonged static load and work-related MSDs (Sanders, 2004). Static posture those 

held over a period of time that resist the force of gravity or stabilize a work piece or 

body part. 

 

Static posture associated with computer work has been identified as major 

occupational risk factor (Szeto, Straker and O‘Sullivan 2005). Generally the literature 

discourages a static work posture (either standing or sitting) and states that changes in 

work posture are important in reducing fatigue (Lindegard et al. 2012). Prolonged 

sitting requires the muscles to hold the trunk, neck and shoulders in a fixed position. 

This squeezes the blood vessels in the muscles, reducing the blood supply. An 

insufficient blood supply accelerates fatigue and makes the muscles prone to injury 

(Szeto, Straker and O‘Sullivan, 2005). 
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2.3.5 Prolong work without adequate breaks 

Nowadays it has become a trend for people to work with computers for a prolonged 

time daily, due to an increase in computer based task at work as well as increased 

computer based leisure activity (Szeto, Straker and O‘Sullivan, 2005). Prolonged 

sitting requires the muscles to hold the trunk, neck and shoulders in a fixed position.  

 

Working at least 5.6 hours a week with a computer mouse increased the risk of 

musculoskeletal symptoms in the shoulder joint, upper arm, elbow, wrist and hand or 

fingers (Karlqvist et al. 1996). An increased risk for wrist/ hand and neck/shoulder 

discomfort among persons working with a computer ≥ 7 hours per day, as compared 

with working ≤ 3 hours (Sillanpss et al. 2003; Demure et al, 2000). Working with a 

computer mouse for more than 15-20 hours per week has increased risk of developing 

tension neck syndrome (Waersted, Hanvold & Veiersted, 2010). A community based 

case control study found a significant association between shoulder – neck diagnosis 

(58% of affected subjects had tension neck syndrome) and computer work ≥ 4 hours 

per day for women.  

 

There is an association between tension neck syndrome and the subjects with limited 

rest break opportunity (Waersted, Hanvold & Veiersted, 2010). Using a computer for 

more than three hours a day is hazardous and more than eight hours is per day leads to 

the development of musculoskeletal discomfort or pain (Eltayeb et al. 2007). 

 

2.3.6. Psychosocial risk factors 

In case of computer users psychosocial risk factors play an important role for 

developing MSD or MSS. Psychosocial risk factors refers to  job control (how to 

perform the job task, participation in decision taking with other, participants 

independence about changing his own task, the time & speed of job task, solution of 

work problems by himself, his creativity, learning new things, developing abilities & 

undertaking different task in his work), Social support (smoothness of the work flow, 

opportunity of ask or inquire his work, depending on other colleges for his work task, 

atmosphere of the work, finding support from colleagues & supervisor for any 

mistake & friendly relationship with supervisor & colleagues), mental stress, Break 

time etc. (Eltayeb, 2007). 
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Researchers found that more hours per day of computer use and less freedom on the 

job were significant risk factors for the development of MSDs. They postulates that 

greater psychological workload may contribute to musculoskeletal symptoms by 

increasing background muscle activity, muscle strain and fatigue, intolerance of 

physical discomfort and anxiety. Work stress, especially time pressure, may increase 

the speed and force of keying and may compound the effects of a workstation that is 

not ergonomically adjusted to fit the individual employee. In contrast, control over job 

decision may act to buffer the effects of a maladjusted workstation. Greater work 

stress raises general symptoms awareness and may make symptoms less tolerable. 

There is an association between musculoskeletal symptoms and the relationship with 

the supervisor. When the supervisory relationship is good, better workstation 

ergonomics is associated with less severe symptoms. When the supervisory 

relationship is not good, better workstation ergonomics is associated with more severe 

symptoms (Sanders, 2004). 

 

2.3.7. Environmental risk factors 

The environmental risk factors refers to temperature, enough lighting, good work 

environment, type of ventilation (dry, cold, unwanted or fresh air), type of 

environment of work (noisy, too bright) inside the office, location of screen or screen 

reflects the office light etc.( Eltayeb, 2007). 

 

Temperature is a very important environmental factor. Workers may feel lethargic or 

tire quickly in an office that is too warm. An increase in ambient temperature may 

produce the following physiologic effects, increased fatigue, with reduced efficiency 

in both physical and mental tasks, rise in heart rate and blood pressure, reduced 

digestive organ activity, slight increase in core temperature and sharp rise in 

temperature of the skin, increase sweating. Performance of the workers is also 

depended on cold temperature. In a cold environment blood vessels contract and 

posture becomes stiff. Workers may feel restless and become easily distracted in an 

office that is too cold (Sanders, 2004). 

 

Results of a study also indicated that workplace design (eg- desktop & chair height, 

legroom, keyboard & mouse surface, monitor height etc.), job design ( eg- workloads 

& hours of work, overtime, duration of time spent using the keyboard and mouse, 
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hours of computer operation per day) (Jacobs, 2008) distance, position and ability to 

rest forearms on the desktop ( Johnston, 2010). 

 

 

2.4. Office worker 

The term office worker means a salaried professional or an educated worker who 

perform semi-professional office (eg. Reading, writing, computing, accounting etc.) 

Sales coordination task, work is manual labor. Usually office workers work in a table 

chair.  ―White – collar‖ is an informal term, defined in contrast of ―blue-collar work‖. 

Nowadays most of the office workers use computers in their office. 

 

 

2.5. Office concept 

Office concept may affect office workers health as well as office workers 

performance. Conventional and innovative office concept can be described according 

to three dimensions. Those three dimensions refer to the office location, the office 

lay-out and the office use. 

Office location is a place at which the office worker carries out his or her activities. 

The office worker may work in the conventional office or he/she may work in the 

telework office. One study found that, compared to working in the conventional 

office, teleworking at home slowed down adrenaline recovery after work. 

The office lay out refers to the arrangement of workplaces and type of boundaries in 

an office (Oldham et al, 1995). Two core features of the office lay-out are included in 

the conceptual model, namely the workplace openness and the distance between 

workstations (Croon et al. 2010). Several studies say that work related load of the 

neck in computer work is influenced by the computer workstation lay-out (including 

use of specific devices) and individual working technique (Waersted, Hanvold & 

Veiersted, 2010). There is strong evidence that working in open workplaces reduces 

the office workers psychological privacy and there is limited evidence that working in 

open workplaces intensifies cognitive workload and worsens interpersonal relations. 

Working in open workplaces reduces job satisfaction. Workplace openness and 

distance between work stations have an effect on performance and health of staff. 
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The office use refers to the manner in which workplaces are assigned to office 

workers. One single workplace may be assigned to one single office worker. Or one 

workplace may be assigned to a range of office workers, here after termed desk-

sharing. Desk-sharing has a high prevalence of stress-related health complaints such 

as fatigue and musculoskeletal complaints among office worker. However some 

studies found that desk shearing improves communication (Croon et al. 2010). 

 

2.6. Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is one of the smallest countries in the world and it is also a South-

Asian isolated country. Its total area is about 1, 47,570 sq. kilometer. Three sides of 

Bangladesh border with India and the South-East side is covered with Myanmar. Bay 

of Bengal is situated in the South side of Bangladesh. The total population in 

Bangladesh was last recorded at 151.6 million people in 2012 (Legislatures, 2013). 

The male ratio is 50.06% and female ratio is 49.94%.The literacy rate is 53% in 

Bangladesh in 2013 (World Development Indicators, 2013).The male literacy rate is 

54.1% and female literacy rate is 49.4%. The National Unemployment Rate is 7.6% in 

Bangladesh, 2013. In Bangladesh Major religions are Muslim 89%, Hindu 10 % 

(BBS, 2012).  
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3.1. Study design 

The study design was cross sectional design. The focus of this study was to 

identifying the prevalence and associated risk factors. It was conducted at one 

time point to estimate the prevalence of the participants self-reported 

musculoskeletal symptoms identifying & associating risk factors also identified 

which is informative to planning. This study gave a snapshot of the prevalence & 

associated risk factors of self-reported musculoskeletal symptoms. Cross 

sectional study is about the prevalence & associated risk factors of 

musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS), (Levin, 2006). According to the following 

definition the study design was a cross sectional study under quantitative 

methods of research.  

 

Cross sectional studies are carried out at one time point or over a short period. 

They are usually conducted to estimate the prevalence of the outcome of interest 

for a given population, commonly for the purposes of public health planning. 

Data can also be collected on individual characteristics, including exposure to 

risk factors, alongside information about the outcome. In this way cross sectional 

studies provide a ‘snapshot’ of the outcome and the characteristics associated 

with it, at a specific point in time. (Levin, 2006) 

 

3.2. Study setting 

The study was conducted at the parliament building or the National parliament of 

secretariat. There were 100 computer office workers responds to this study. The 

parliament building complex is situated on land 215 acres of the present Shere 

Bangla Nagar which is formally inaugurated on 28 January 1982 by president 

justice Abdus Satter. The complex consists of the parliament building, hostel, for 

members of parliament, Residential block, Crecent lake, Gardens and Roads. The 

building has three components they are- The parliament building (constructed 

area 1 lakh 50 thousand square feet).Within this there are 9 blocks (parliament 

chamber block, west block, north- west block, north block, north-east block, east 

block, south- east block, south block, south-west block,). Secondly, the south 

Chapter3                                                                                Methodology  
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plaza. In here there is: a controlling gate, driveway, main mechanical room, car 

parking space, telephone exchange, office of the maintenance engineers of the 

public work department, godown for keeping machine, others facilities, open 

space, stairs & ramps having direct link with the parliament building. 

Finally there is the presidential square which is constructed over 65 thousand 

square feet. The construction work of Bangladesh parliament building was 

completed in June 1984. In it there are offices for the honourable president, 

honourable speaker, leader of the houses deputy leader, deputy speaker, member 

of the cabinet, leader of the opposition, secretary and secretariat officials. Beside 

there are office rooms for the three political parties, commercial bank, post 

office, prayer room, telephone exchange, cafeteria, dining hall, parliament library 

& biman office. There are 24 lift operated inside the building. The whole 

building is centrally air conditioned. There are provision for holding sessions 

inside the chamber, simultaneous interpretation system and automatic vote 

counting. 

Number of seats: 354 chambers for members of parliament, 56 VIP gallery, 41 

officers, 80 journalist & 430 visitors in the parliament.  

 

3.3. Study participants 

Computer office workers of the National parliament of Secretariat in Bangladesh 

were the study participants. Out of the 125 potential samples 100 completed 

questionnaires were returned for a response rate of 80%. 

 

3.4. Sample size determination 

Researcher selected 100 participants for her study. There was no published 

research of musculoskeletal symptoms among computer office workers in 

Bangladesh. For this reason researcher used 50% prevalence & the sample size 

was 372.4 by the standard formula of sample size calculation where Confidence 

Interval is 95%.  

The formula is Z
2 

PQ/r
2
= Z

2 
P (1-P)/r

2
 = (1.96)

2 
x 0.5 x 0.5/ (.05)

2
 = 372.4 where 

Z= constant that differ on CI, P= prevalence, Q= (1-P), r = Sampling errors 

which is 5 %. Researcher had got only two months for data collection. It was a 

short period of time to conduct research with standard amount of participants. As 
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the researcher was an undergraduate student had two months to complete data 

collection it will be very difficult for her to use 372 participants. For this 100 

participants were selected for this study. 

 

3.5. Inclusion criteria 

Participants included matched the following criteria- 

 The office workers who performing their job with a variety of computer task 

(eg: administrative, graphical and data entry task etc.) for at least two hours 

per day.  

  

3.6. Exclusion criteria 

Participants would be excluded if they met any of the following criteria- 

 Participants suffering from disease affecting the musculoskeletal system such 

as Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), Osteoarthritis (OA) & other connective tissue 

disorders. 

 Having any previous surgery of the upper musculoskeletal extremity. 

 Having weakness and paralysis. 

 Pregnant woman 

 

3.7. Sampling procedure 

Simple random sampling was done to obtain the sample population. All 

participants name was written in a box, 100 were then randomly selected to 

participate in this study. 

 

3.8. Data collection procedure 

The researcher agreed a date and time with the participant, according to his or her 

available time. At first the, researcher took appointments from the participants. 

Then researcher informed the participants about the contents of the consent form. 

Data as collected from those participants who gave consent. The researcher used 

two questionnaires for this research. The Nordic questionnaire & The Maastricht 

Upper Extremity Questionnaire (MUEQ) was given to the participants. The 

questionnaires were explained to the participants and a date agreed for returning 

the data. The researcher did follow-up as a reminder and for any problems the 
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participants may face during the completion of the questions. After taking the 

given questionnaire the researcher ensured them she could meet with them for 

any missing value. Finally the researcher thanked them & completed her data 

collection. 

 

3.9. Data collection instrument 

Consent form, Paper, Pen & Pencil, two standardized questionnaires used for this 

study. Two scales are- 

 

3.9.1 The Standardized Nordic questionnaire 

For identifying the prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms a valid questionnaire 

named ―Standardized Nordic questionnaire (SNQ)‖ was used. The Standardized 

Nordic questionnaire filled out by the participants. Nordic questionnaire asked for 

prevalence, weekly prevalence of disability. The questions of this questionnaire 

were close ended questions. Every question answered by using tick in the boxes. 

The first column of this questionnaire described that if participants had 

experienced any trouble (such as ache, pain, discomfort, numbness) in the last 12 

months in different body region (in neck, shoulder, elbow, wrist/hand, upper back, 

lower back, hips/thighs/buttocks, knees, ankles/feet). The second column 

described if participants had experienced any trouble in last 7 days in different 

body region (in neck, shoulder, elbow, wrist/hand, upper back, lower back, 

hips/thighs/buttocks, knees, ankles/feet). Lastly the 3
rd

 column of this 

questionnaire described if trouble hampers participants daily living activities (such 

as job, housework, hobbies) in last 12 months in different body region (in neck, 

shoulder, elbow, wrist/hand, upper back, lower back, hips/thighs/buttocks, knees, 

ankles/feet). The time was taken to complete the questionnaire approximately 

4min it varied about 2 to 9min (Kuorinka et al. 1988). 

The Standardized Nordic questionnaire was translated to achieve Bangla version 

of the English scale that are conceptually equivalent in each of the target 

countries/cultures. According to WHO guidelines this scale was translated by 

following four steps that are given below. 
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Forward translation 

This was the first step of translation in which three translators translated the scale 

and they were knowledgeable of the English speaking, culture but their mother 

tongue or primary languages were Bangla. Translators used conceptual equivalent 

of a word or phrase not a word-for-word translation. They strived to be simple, 

clear and concise in formulating a question and used most common word for the 

audience. Translators considered the typical respondent for the instrument being 

translated so that they would understand when he/she hear the question. During 

translation translators also considered issues of gender and age applicability and 

avoid offensive word to the target population during translation. 

Expert panel 

In this step of translation an experienced bilingual expert showed the translation of 

the questionnaire. He identified, resolved and questioned some word or 

expressions and suggests alternatives. 

 

Back-translation 

 Using the same approach as that outlined in the first step the questionnaire would 

then be translated back to English by an independent translator. His mother tongue 

was English and he had no knowledge of the questionnaire. After doing this back 

translation discrepancies was discussed with the  bilingual expert panel as many 

time as need until a satisfactory version reached. 

 

Pre-testing and cognitive interviewing 

There were ten members selected for each section and they would represent male, 

female from all age groups for pretest. Through this interview researcher asked 

them about any word that they did not understand as well as any unacceptable or 

offensive word or expression. The pre-test respondent asked to choose which of 

the alternatives conforms better to their usual language. 
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Final version 

The final version of the questionnaire in the Bangla language was the result of all 

the interactions described above. 

 

3.9.2. The Masstricht Upper Extremity Questionnaire (MUEQ) 

According to the WHO guidelines the Maastricht Upper Extremity Questionnaire 

was translated into Bangla so that it could be conceptually equivalent in target 

countries/culture, equally natural, acceptable and practically performed. 

The Maastricht Upper Extremity Questionnaire (MUEQ) assessed the occurrence 

and nature of complaints of arm, neck & shoulder in computer workers & its 

associated physical & psychological risk factors. The questionnaire covered six 

main domains (workstation, posture during work, quality of break time, job 

control, and social support.) as well as socio demographic factor characteristics 

(age, gender, employment status). Furthermore some items assessed the quality of 

the work environment & the frequency and nature of extremity complaints in the 

neck, shoulder, upper and lower arm, elbow, hand, wrist. Some items specified the 

clinical manifestation of the complaints (tingling, fatigue, stiffness, weakness, 

numbness, swelling, continuous pain & change in color & temperature). 

Researcher did not use the complaints portion of this scale because this portion 

was not match with the objectives of the research. 

 

The socio-demographic information is in the first portion of the scale. There are 9 

questions in the socio-demographic portion of the questionnaire. Socio-

demographic information consist of name, age, gender, number of working day in 

a week, number of working hours in a day, working hours with computer in a day, 

number of working years in current position. 

 

The first domain of this scale is workstation. Here all the questions are close 

ended & participant gave answer by yes or no. workstation domain contained 7 

questions. Here participants gave information about his workstation such as his 

desk height is suitable or not, chair height adjustability, arm support during mouse 
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use, enough space to work at desk, keyboard & screen is placed in front of 

participants. 

 

The remaining 5 domains answer was given by five option (always, often, 

sometimes, seldom, never) by the participants. 

 

The second domain was about body posture. There were 11 questions in body 

posture portion of this questionnaire. In this section questions are about duration 

of sitting in one position, sitting with lifted shoulder & awkward posture or not, 

performing repetitive task performance, physical exhausting job, twisted head or 

trunk towards left or right, asymmetrical sitting position.   

 

Job control portion contain 9 questions. This portion of the questionnaire 

explained how participants control his job such as participants decision about how 

perform the job task, his participation in decision taking with other, participants 

independence about changing his own task, the time & speed of job task, solution 

of work problems by himself. His creativity, learning new things, developing 

abilities & undertaking different task in his work was discussed in this portion of 

the questionnaire. 

 

Another part was about job demands. Job demands are made up of 7 questions. It 

described participants working style like- time to finish the work. Here 

participants expressed, did he work in an extensive pressure? Did he completed 

his task on time or take extra hours to finish the job task? If he found it difficult to 

work &finish his task on time & did he had too many job tasks. 

Break time was consisting of 8 questions. This domain explained taking breaks of 

participants during work. Planning work breaks, dividing working time, decisions 

when to take break, alteration of body posture & job task, doing job task without 

computer, taking breaks for 10 minutes after 2 hours & participant thought about 

his work break is sufficient all this information are lie in the break time domain of 

the questionnaire. 

 

Work environment was another domain. This portion of the questionnaire was 

consisting of 9 questions. Good work environment, type of ventilation (dry, cold, 
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unwanted or fresh air), and type of environment of work (noisy, too bright) inside 

the office, location of screen or screen reflects the office light; all information are 

covered in the work environment domain. 

 

Social support was the last domain which contains 8 questions. During work 

participants feeling on the social support was explained in this domain of the 

questionnaire. This domain contained information about the smoothness of the 

work flow, opportunity of ask or inquire his work, depending on other colleges for 

his work task, atmosphere of the work, finding support from colleagues & 

supervisor for any mistake & friendly relationship with supervisor & colleagues 

(Eltayeb et al. 2007). 

 

3.10. Data analysis 

Data analysis had done by using the Statistical Package for social science (SPSS), 

Inc. new version of 17. Firstly the prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms 

among computer users in last 12 months calculated by means of percentage 

through the first column of the standardized Nordic musculoskeletal 

questionnaire. Any disruption in carrying out normal activities (job, house work) 

due to MSS also calculated by means of percentage through the third column of 

the same questionnaire.  Association between socio demographic factors (gender, 

age, number of working hours per day, time spend behind computer, working 

years in current position, days working in a week) with MSS had been identified 

through chai- square (χ
2
) test. Ergonomic physical & psychological risk factors 

identified and its association with musculoskeletal symptoms also identified 

through the MUEQ questionnaire. 
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3.11. Ethical considerations 

• At first researcher was received approval of the proposal to conduct the study 

from BHPI faculties.  

• Researcher took permission to conduct data collection from National parliament 

of Secretariat of Bangladesh. 

• Researcher took permission from the corresponding author for using scales that 

will be used in her research. 

• Written consent had taken from all participants. 

• Aim and objectives of the study was informed to the participants. 

• All provided information were maintained strictly confidential.  

• All rights of the participant preserved for any time withdrawal. 

• Ensured that will not cause any harm or benefited to them but in future computer 

office workers may get benefited from the study.  
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The result section is decorated with the Demographic characteristics, Prevalence of 

musculoskeletal symptoms in last 12 months, most commonly affected body parts in 

last 12 months, normal activities disruption in last 12 months and associations of MSS 

with demographic characteristics are also presented in this section. 

 

4.1. Demographic characteristics of the study population 

Table-1 represents the demographic characteristics of the study population. There are 

100 computer office workers participate in this study and most of them are male. 

Maximum 31% (male = 26 and female = 5) of participants were noted in the age 

group of 41-45 years. Here all participants reported that they work 5-7 days in a week. 

The proportion of total working time used for computer tasks range from 2 to more 

than 7 hours. Here 56% of the participants worked actively with computer for 2-3 

hours of their total working time and 32% spend 4-5 hours behind computer in a day. 

Table 1 also represent working years in current position. Mostly 49% participants 

work 11-19 years in current position. 
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Table: 1- Socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents (n=100) 

Variables Frequency (n) Total 

Male Female 

Age                                         

41-45 

46-50 

36-40 

31-35 

26-30 

51-55 

56-60 

Total 

 

26 

19 

15 

9 

6 

2 

2 

 

5 

3 

5 

1 

2 

3 

0 

0 

 

31 

22 

20 

10 

8 

5 

2 

2 

100 

Number of working hours/day 
 

More than 8 hours 

Total6-8 hours 

3-5 hours 

 

Total  

 

 

55 

13 

13 

 

 

13 

4 

2 

 

 

68 

17 

15 

 

100 

Total time spending on computer 

2-3 hours 

4-5 hours 

6-7 hours 

 

Total 

 

45 

26 

10 

 

 

11 

6 

2 

 

 

56 

32 

12 

100 

Number of working years in current 

position 

≤1 years 

2-10 years 

11-19 years 

20- 28 years 

Total 

 

 

43 

24 

8 

6 

 

 

6 

9 

2 

2 

 

 

49 

33 

10 

8 

 

100 
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4.2. Association between MSS and socio-demographic factors 

The socio-demographic factors such as gender, number of working hours per day, 

time spend behind computer; working years in current position did not have any 

significant association on the presence of MSS in last 12 months except age (table-2).  

In this study there is a significant association between ages with MSS in last 12 

months. 

Table: 2- Association of MSS with socio-demographic and related variables (n-

100). 

 

 

Variables 

 

MSS in last 12 months 

 

Chai- 

square 

(χ
2
) 

Value 

 

P-value 

Yes 

n (%) 

No 

n (%) 

Total 

n (%) 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

 

73 

18 

 

8 

1 

 

81  

19  

 

0.400 

 

0.527 

Age in year 

41-45 

46-50 

36-40 

31-35 

26-30 

20-25 

51-55 

56-60 

 

28 

22 

19 

7 

8 

4 

2 

1 

 

3 

0 

1 

3 

0 

1 

0 

1 

 

31 

22 

20 

10 

8 

5 

2 

2 

 

 

 

 

13.801 

 

 

 

 

0.05 

Number of working hours 

per day  

More than 8 hours 

6-8 hours 

Below 5 hours 

 

 

62 

16 

13 

 

 

6 

1 

2 

 

 

68 

17 

15 

 

 

0.548 

 

 

0.760 

Total time spending on 

computer 

2-3 hours 

4-5 hours 

6-7 hours 

More than 7 hours 

 

 

49 

30 

12 

0 

 

 

7 

2 

0 

0 

 

 

56 

32 

12 

0 

 

 

2.320 

 

 

0.314 

Number of working years 

in current position 
 

11-19 years 

Less than or equal 1 years 

20-28 years 

2-10 years 

 

 
 

43 

32 

9 

7 

 

 
 

6 

1 

1 

1 

 

 
 

49 

33 

10 

8 

 

 

 

2.198 

 

 

 

0.532 
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4.3. Prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) and normal activities 

disruption in last 12 months  

Prevalence of the musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) during last12 months among the 

men and women is identified out of 100 participants. The last one year prevalence of 

MSS indicated that 91.1% of the participants complaints at least one body part (neck, 

shoulder, elbow, wrist/hand, upper back, lower back, thigh, knee). The prevalence of 

normal activities disruption in last 12 months is 47.5%.  

 

 

 
Fig: Prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) and normal activities disruption 

in last 12 months  
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4.4. Most affected body parts and normal activities disruption due to MSS 

in different body parts.  

 

Participants reported MSS (in last 12 months) most frequently in the  lower back, 

followed by the  neck , upper back , shoulder , wrist/hand , knee ,  ankle/feet , thigh  

and elbow. The prevalence of normal activities disruption in last 12 months is 47.5%. 

The most commonly reported normal activities disruption complaints are due to lower 

back pain followed by shoulder, upper back and wrist/hand, thigh with neck, knee, 

elbows and ankle/feet. 

 

Fig: Most affected body parts and normal activities disruption due to MSS in different 

body parts 
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4.5. The physical and psychological risk factors for developing MSS 

The physical and psychological risk factors are demonstrated in this section. The first 

domain is consists of suitable desk height, adjustable chair height, arm supported 

during mouse usage, lower back supports of chair, keyboard placement, screen 

placement, enough space of work. The first domain demonstrates that work stations of 

the computer users are very good. But a huge portion (74%) of the computer users do 

not have height adjustable chair. A big portion of the participants reported that their 

keyboard (85%) and screen (81%) is placed in front of them where 77% participants 

response that they have enough space to work. The second domain is about the body 

posture (good work posture, prolong sitting, sit with lifted shoulder, awkward sitting 

posture, performing repetitive work, exhausting job, head position, twisted head, 

trunk position). In this domain approximately half of the population reported that they 

keep a good work posture but sit for long hours when works in computer. In these 

domains 44% participants reported they perform repetitive work. The another domain 

is job control which represents decision of task performance, problem solving, 

developing abilities, new learning, creativity and performance of different task.  

Around 50% of participants reported that they decide how to perform their work, 

during work they have to creative and learn new things. Among the participants 55 % 

reported they solve their problem by themselves and 63% reported their work 

improves their abilities. Another domain is about job demand (extensive work 

pressure, difficulty and extra hours for finishing work). Here 41% reported sometimes 

they work under extensive pressure. In this section the name of the domain is break 

time. Though most of the participants have the opportunities to plan their work time, 

breaks and sufficient break time but only 40% of participant take 10 minutes break 

after two hours. The work environment domain (whether like air, light and noise) 

represented that most of the participant reported that they have a good work 

environment (including noise, air and light). The last domain is social support (getting 

help from colleagues and supervisor) which represents that colleagues are friendly 

and get help from them if any mistakes are done. Very few participants (18%) 

reported that they are not maintain correct posture and remaining portion reported 

they work in an awkward posture sometimes, often or always. 
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Table: 3 – The physical and psychological risk factors for developing MSS 

Domain Variable name Response rate 

Yes No 

 

 

 

 

 

Work station 

My desk (table) at work has suitable height. 
82 18 

I can adjust my chair height. 
47 53 

When I use the mouse device, my arm is supported by the table.  
73 27 

The chair I use during work supports my lower back. 
74 26 

My keyboard is placed directly in front of me. 
85 15 

The screen is placed directly in front of me. 
81 19 

I have enough space to work at my office. 
77 23 

 
Always Often Somet

imes 

Seldom Never 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Body posture 

During my work I keep a good work posture. 
49 27 19 3 2 

At work I sit for long hours in one position. 
22 43 27 5 3 

For more than two hours per day I sit with lifted shoulders. 
17 29 24 15 15 

During my work I sit in awkward posture. 
12 14 38 18 18 

In work I perform repetitive tasks. 
17 44 21 10 8 

I find my job physically exhausting. 
9 9 28 32 22 

When I key my hand is placed in a straight line with my lower arm. 
26 36 21 9 8 
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When I work my head is bended. 
17 20 23 16 24 

Head is twisted towards the left or right. 
4 14 18 26 38 

Trunk is twisted towards the left or right. 
7 10 20 22 41 

My Trunk is in asymmetrical position. 
7 10 19 16 48 

 

 

 

Job control 

 

 

 

I decide how to perform my job task. 
50 24 11 10 5 

I participate with others in decision taking. 
21 27 34 12 6 

I decide my own task changes. 
26 25 23 12 14 

I determine the time & speed job tasks. 
34 37 15 9 5 

I solve work problems by myself. 
19 55 19 2 5 

My work develops my abilities. 
63 21 12 4 0 

In my work I learn new things. 
44 37 14 5 0 

I have to be creative in my work. 
40 27 21 6 6 

I under take different tasks in my work. 
34 31 28 5 2 

 

 

 

 

Job demand 

I work under extensive work pressure. 
8 22 41 20 9 

I find it difficult to finish my tasks on time. 
2 15 37 24 22 

I take extra hours to finish my job tasks. 
3 15 29 28 25 

I have no enough time to finish my job task. 
3 5 23 39 30 

At work I speed to finish my tasks on time. 
22 26 31 13 8 
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I find my work tasks difficult. 
5 15 23 28 29 

I have too many job tasks. 
19 38 29 10 4 

 

 

 

 

Break time 

I can plan my work breaks. 
16 28 33 12 11 

I can divide my work time. 
21 36 24 12 7 

I can decide when to take a break. 
19 39 21 7 14 

I alternate in my body posture. 
16 26 41 8 9 

I alternate in my job task. 
6 22 46 20 6 

I perform job task without computer. 
20 22 44 9 5 

After two hours I take a break for 10 minutes. 
25 40 12 16 0 

I find my work breaks sufficient. 
25 18 30 11 16 

 

 

 

Work 

environment 

I find my work environment good. 
47 30 12 5 6 

The air inside the office is too dry. 
43 23 21 5 8 

The air inside the office is too cold. 
17 22 36 15 10 

In the office there is unwanted air. 
2 4 14 27 53 

There is available fresh air in my work. 
16 33 20 13 18 

My work environment is noisy. 
16 13 23 18 30 

My work place is too bright. 
46 20 13 4 17 

I gaze at the computer screen. 
14 26 42 14 4 

The computer screen reflects the office lights. 
26 14 30 22 8 
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Social Support 

The work flow goes smoothly. 
16 26 35 10 13 

I can ask and enquire in my work. 
19 33 29 10 9 

My work tasks depend on other colleges. 
5 10 40 25 20 

My work atmosphere is comfortable. 
31 33 21 8 7 

If I made a mistake in my work task I find support from my colleges. 
 

46 

 

28 

 

16 

 

9 

 

1 

My colleagues are friendly. 
53 22 13 4 8 
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This study demonstrated the prevalence and associated risk factors of developing 

musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) among computer users. It also demonstrated socio 

demographic factors, the most affected body parts in last twelve months, any disruption in 

activities of daily living due to MSS and association between socio demographic factors and 

MSS.  

 

5.1. The demographic characteristics of the study population 

There is an association between ages with MSS. This result demonstrates that participants more 

than forty years old are mostly affected by MSS. This result is consistent with the findings that 

older workers had higher prevalence of MSS in telecommunication workers. Moreover middle 

and old age is associated with the development of age-related degenerative changes and loss of 

tissue strength (El-bestar, El-Mitwalli and Khashaba, 2011). 

 

5.2. The prevalence of self- reported musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) 

One of the aims of this study was to estimate the prevalence of MSS in last 12 months among 

computer office worker in Bangladesh. This study has found the rate is high among the 

computer office workers. The last one year rate of MSS indicated that 91.1% of the participants 

complaint pain at least one body part (neck, shoulder, elbow, wrist/hand, upper back, lower 

back, thigh, hand and knee) which is very high in comparing with other studies. In Thailand a 

study showed that a higher prevalence of MSS found in a study of general computer office 

workers (Cho, Hwang & Cherng, 2012). In a study of 2011 were noted maximum 60% of 

computer users have work related MSS which had far difference in comparing with the present 

study (Sethi, Sandhu and Imbanathan, 2011).  Another study showed that 95% participants 

reported MSS in right side of the body which was very close to the result of present study 

(Fagarasanu and Kumar, 2006). A survey of Netherlands showed that in 2002 and 2004, 28% 

of the computer office workers reported MSS in the last 1 year which is not close to the result 

of present study (Bongers et al. 2006). 

As Bangladesh is a developing country, there is a lack of concern about ergonomic 

considerations. In Bangladesh there is no registered ergonomist. So the ergonomic 

considerations are overlooked when a workstation is set up. As a result the prevalence of self- 

reported musculoskeletal symptoms is high and it will be increased day by day. Symptoms 

Chapter 5                                                                                     Discussion 
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occur when interconnected structure (with joints and muscle) or adjacent structures that tend to 

compensate by contract or deviated from neutral alignment (Fagarasanu and Kumar, 2006).  

 

5.3. Most affected body parts due to MSS 

This study demonstrate that in a population of computer office worker the most affected body 

parts are lower back, neck, upper back and shoulder. In this study lower back (61.5%) is the 

most affected body parts, followed by the neck (57.4%), upper back (54.5%), shoulder (53.5%) 

and others. Another study shows that most affected body part is neck (63%) which is fully 

dissimilar with the present study (Sillanpaa et al. 2003). In a comparative cross sectional 

studies showed computer users (28.3%) have neck and upper extremity musculoskeletal 

disorders (MSD) compare to the control group (14.3%) at the telecommunications company 

where participants works as a  computer users (El-bestar, El-Mitwalli and Khashaba, 2011). 

After searching from different database like Pubmed, Hinary and Google scholar, it has been 

founded that most of the research investigate musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) of shoulder, 

neck, elbow, wrist/hands and upper back body parts among computer users. Different literature 

showed that higher prevalence of MSS in neck, shoulder and back areas. Literature also 

showed, though computer office worker have height adjustable chair, the participants have 

highest incidence of low back pain with high frequency and intensity level (Fagarasanu and 

Kumar, 2006). Though the present study is not representing the intensity of pain but it 

represents the incidence of pain in different body parts.  Fagarasanu and Kumar, 2006 stated 

that the neck, shoulder, low back, and wrist were the highest prevalent body region with MSS 

which give a related result of the present study. A study of Netherlands showed that neck 

complaint (0.33%) is very close with shoulder complaints (0.31%) (Eltayeb et al. 2009). The 

present study also illustrates that neck complaints (57.4%) is close to shoulder complaints 

(53.5%) but this prevalence has a far difference in comparing with the previous study. The one 

year prevalence of neck and shoulder complaints in the study population was higher than the 

prevalence of arm, hand and elbow complaints (Ranasinghe et al. 2011).This phenomenon also 

has been seen in this study. A study of Taiwan reported that high prevalence of MSS in the 

shoulder, neck and upper back among the computer office workers (Cho, Hwang & Cherng, 

2012). Literature shows that neck-shoulder region was the most common specific findings 

among computer office workers which are slightly different of this present study (El-bestar, El-

Mitwalli and Khashaba, 2011). Literature showed that symptoms are grouped by different body 

region and the body parts most at risk for developing MSD are the neck, shoulder lower back 

and wrist in a population of computer office workers (Fagarasanu and Kumar, 2006). 
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5.4. Normal activities disruption due to MSS in different body parts 

In this study 47.5% work disruption is founded due to MSS among computer office workers. 

The observed prevalence is very far to the prevalence (15.4%) reported from Sri Lankan 

computer office workers. They also had shown that they have to compromise their quality of 

life, increased medical expenses and absenteeism due to MSS (Ranasinghe et al. 2011).  The 

present study explains work disruption means prevent out from normal activity due to pain in 

different body region. But the study of Srilanka explains work disruption means absenteeism 

from job due to MSS. A study shows that 5-10% of participants reported normal activities 

disruption due to MSS. (Lassen et al. 2005). So it is seen that the prevalence of work disruption 

is very high in Bangladesh rather than another country. 

 

5.5. The physical and psychological risk factors for developing MSS 

The present study demonstrated that a huge number of participants sit for a long duration of 

time during work. Literature showed that computer users work for prolonged duration with 

poor workstation. These were considered as common risk factors (Ferreira and Saldiva, 2002). 

Static posture as a consequence of prolonged sitting posture is extreme risk factors for 

developing MSS (El-bestar, El-Mitwalli and Khashaba, 2011) which is also demonstrated in 

the present study. Studies indicated that exposure time (computer, mouse or keyboard times) 

are important risk factors in developing MSS (Lassen et al. 2004). The present study also 

demonstrated the same result. Several cross sectional studies have shown association between 

MSS with the duration of keyboard and screen use (Baker et al. 2008). 

The prevalence of sitting in awkward posture is also high in the present study. Literature 

reported as a leading contributing factor for the musculoskeletal symptoms for neck, back, 

shoulder, and elbow regions was awkward posture. 

On the other hand the leading factor for the forearm, wrist, and finger areas was frequent use. 

Other study reported that prolonged standing or sitting; repeated movements and awkward 

postures were the most prevalent aggravating factors for lower back pain. Generally computer 

users need to maintain an erect posture, which requires low-grade trunk muscle contraction and 

that may result back pain (Cho, Hwang & Cherng, 2012).  

This study represents that computer office workers work in an extensive pressure they improve 

their ability and creativity through work. They also have limited social support. Only 9% 

reported they never felt extensive work pressure. Work overload and limited social support 

from colleagues are most common and significant factors in developing MSS (Lassen et al. 
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2005).  This result is similar with the present study. Literature also evident that high workload 

has a significant role in developing MSS especially in low back pain (Cho, Hwang & Cherng, 

2012). This finding is similar with present study and a study of Thailand (Janwantanakul et al. 

2008). The present study represent that approximately half portion of the participants shown 

that job demands (task difficulty) and job controls are highly associated risk factors in 

developing MSS (Eltayeb et al. 2009). A study of Danish industrial and service workers 

mentioned low social support and high job demand as risk factors (Bonde et al. 2003). 

Literature predicted that the persistence of musculoskeletal pain is depends on the risk factors 

(Lassen et al. 2005). 
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Chapter  6                                 Limitation, Recommendation and Conclusion 

 

6.1. Limitations 

The current study has some limitations that suggest directions for future research. First, the 

questionnaire used in this study was subjective and not based on actual measuring of the 

degree/level on body parts position. Data is not taken through objective assessment of the 

client. So the real picture may not come through this research. Second, though the participants 

are excluded from this research that has systemic disease, but there may have some participants 

who never diagnosed systemic disease through doctor or test or they do not know about their 

disease. Third, only one hundred participants actively participate in this study. So this may not 

be generalized and may not give the actual result. Fourth, as it is a cross sectional study the 

causal relationship is not founded through this study. Lastly, Standardized Nordic 

Questionnaire is not investigated or used yet in research in Bangladesh which may affect the 

validity. 

 

6.2. Recommendation 

The study result suggested that to prevent MSS among computer office workers ergonomic 

intervention is very important. Intervention should aim to prevent not only the physical 

perspective but also psychological and environmental perspectives. Further research should be 

done to find out causality of MSS. In addition the present study is cross sectional study, to 

imply the causal relationship between MSS with the socio-demographic factors, physical and 

psychological risk factors. 

 

6.3. Conclusion 

This study attempt to discover the prevalence of MSS with most affected body parts and 

normal activities disruption in last 12 months, In addition determine the association between 

musculoskeletal symptoms (MSS) with socio-demographic factors. It also demonstrates the 

activities of daily living (ADLs) disruption due to MSS among computer office workers. 

This study found that high prevalence of MSS among the nine body parts of computer office 

workers. Their normal activities disruption also founded due to MSS. A strong association 

between age and MSS has been founded. The results of this study shows that some physical 

and psychological risk factors such as height adjustable chair, sit for long hours, perform 

repetitive work, awkward posture,  decide how to perform their work, creativity,  problem 
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solving by himself, work satisfactions, lack of break and social support. In this present era it is 

difficult to continue work without computer in office settings. MSS is very common among 

computer office workers. If workers become sick it will have a significant effect on their 

performance and production. As a result office work will not be performed in a normal manner. 

Some small ergonomic changes, modifications and education can bring a huge impact on 

developing MSS. Our government can include occupational therapist in this setting. As 

occupational therapist work with the employees as well as employers such as designing etc. So 

it can be comparatively more helpful to reduce MSS among computer office workers. 
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Appendix 2: Permission letter for data collection 
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General Information:  

1.  Gender □ Male                           □ Female 

2.  Surname ____________________________________ 

3.  Date of birth? ___-___-19___ 

4.  Where do you work? □  Heerlen 

□  Maastricht 

□  Both 

5.  What is your current position? ____________________________________ 

6.  How long have you been working in this position?                           ___ Year 

7.  How many days do you work per week? 

(over time not included) 

                          ___ Day 

8.  How many hours do you work per day? 

(breaks and over time not included) 

                          ___ Hour 

9.  How many hours per working day do you work 

behind your computer? 

                          ___ Hour 

 

Work Station 

10.  My desk (table) at work has suitable height. □  No 

□  Yes 

11.  I can adjust my chair height. □  No 

□  Yes 

12.  When I use the mouse device, my arm is supported by the table.  □  No 

□  Yes 

13.  The chair I use during work supports my lower back. □  No 

□  Yes 

14.  My keyboard is placed directly in front of me. □  No 

□  Yes 

15.  The screen is placed directly in front of me. □  No 

□  Yes 

16.  I have enough space to work at my office. □  No 

□  Yes 

 

 

 

 

Data collection instrument 

Appendix 3: Maastricht Upper Extremity Questionnaire (MUEQ) 
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Body Posture 

  Always Often Someti-

mes 

Seldom Never 

17.  During my work I keep a good work posture. □ □ □ □ □ 

18.  At work I sit for long hours in one position. □ □ □ □ □ 

19.  For more than two hours per day I sit with lifted 

shoulders. 

□ □ □ □ □ 

20.  During my work I sit in awkward posture.  □ □ □ □ □ 

21.  In work I perform repetitive tasks.  □ □ □ □ □ 

22.  I find my job physically exhausting.  □ □ □ □ □ 

23.  When I key my hand is placed in a straight line 

with my lower arm. 

□ □ □ □ □ 

24.  When I work my head is bended. □ □ □ □ □ 

25.  Head is twisted towards the left or right. □ □ □ □ □ 

26.  Trunk is twisted towards the left or right. □ □ □ □ □ 

27.  My Trunk is in asymmetrical position. □ □ □ □ □ 

 

Job Control 

  

 

Always Often Someti-

mes 

Seldom Never 

28.  I decide how to perform my job task. □ □ □ □ □ 

29.  I participate with others in decision taking. □ □ □ □ □ 

30.  I decide my own task changes. □ □ □ □ □ 

31.  I determine the time & speed job tasks. □ □ □ □ □ 

32.  I solve work problems by myself. □ □ □ □ □ 

33.  My work develops my abilities. □ □ □ □ □ 

34.  In my work I learn new things. □ □ □ □ □ 

35.  I have to be creative in my work. □ □ □ □ □ 

36.  I under take different tasks in my work. □ □ □ □ □ 

Job Demand 

  Always Often Someti-

mes 

Seldom Never 

37.  I work under extensive work pressure. □ □ □ □ □ 

38.  I find it difficult to finish my tasks on time.  □ □ □ □ □ 

39.  I take extra hours to finish my job tasks. □ □ □ □ □ 

40.  I have no enough time to finish my job task. □ □ □ □ □ 

41.  At work I speed to finish my tasks on time. □ □ □ □ □ 

42.  I find my work tasks difficult. □ □ □ □ □ 

43.  I have too many job tasks. □ □ □ □ □ 
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Break Time 

  Always Often Someti-

mes 

Seldom Never 

44.  I can plan my work breaks. □ □ □ □ □ 

45.  I can divide my work time. □ □ □ □ □ 

46.  I can decide when to take a break. □ □ □ □ □ 

47.  I alternate in my body posture. □ □ □ □ □ 

48.  I alternate in my job task. □ □ □ □ □ 

49.  I perform job task without computer. □ □ □ □ □ 

50.  After two hours I take a break for 10 minutes. □ □ □ □ □ 

51.  I find my work breaks sufficient. □ □ □ □ □ 

 

Work environment 

 

 

 

 

Always Often Someti-

mes 

Seldom Never 

52.  I find my work environment good. □ □ □ □ □ 

53.  The air inside the office is too dry. □ □ □ □ □ 

54.  The air inside the office is too cold. □ □ □ □ □ 

55.  In the office there is unwanted air. □ □ □ □ □ 

56.  There is available fresh air in my work.   □ □ □ □ □ 

57.  My work environment is noisy. □ □ □ □ □ 

58.  My work place is too bright. □ □ □ □ □ 

59.  I gaze at the computer screen.  □ □ □ □ □ 

60.  The computer screen reflects the office lights. □ □ □ □ □ 

 

Social Support 

 

 

 Always Often Someti-

mes 

Seldom Never 

61.  The work flow goes smoothly. □ □ □ □ □ 

62.  I can ask and enquire in my work. □ □ □ □ □ 

63.  My work tasks depend on other colleges. □ □ □ □ □ 

64.  My work atmosphere is comfortable. □ □ □ □ □ 

65.  If I made a mistake in my work task I find support 

from my colleges. 

□ □ □ □ □ 

66.  If I made a mistake in my work task I find support 

from my supervisors. 

□ □ □ □ □ 

67.  My colleagues are friendly. □ □ □ □ □ 

68.  My supervisors are friendly. □ □ □ □ □ 
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biwWK gvmKy‡jv‡¯‹wjUvj c«kèvejx 

`qv K‡i DË‡ii Rb¨ mwVK  e‡· (Avcbvi Rb¨ †hwU cÖ‡hvR¨) wUK w`b 

cÖwZwU cÖ‡kœi Rb¨ GKwU wUK wPý e¨envi Kiyb 

wet ª̀ t `qv K‡i  mKj cÖ‡kœi DËi w`b, hw`I Avcbvi kix‡ii †Kvb As‡k mgm¨v bv _v‡K| 

 

AskM«nYKvixi bvg:                                                  eqm:                                                   ‡KvW bs: 

                                                                           

weMZ 12 gv‡mi g‡a¨, †h †Kvb mg‡q Avcwb wK wb‡gœ 

D‡jøwLZ kix‡ii Askmg~‡n †Kvb ai‡bi mgm¨v †eva 

K‡i‡Qb? (†hgb t Aweivg A¯^w¯ÍKi †e`bv, e¨v_v, 

A¯^w¯Í, Aek)  

weMZ 7 w`‡bi g‡a¨ Avcwb wK †Kvb ai‡Yi mgm¨v 

†eva K‡i‡Qb ?  

D‡jwLZ mgm¨v mg~‡ni Rb¨ (Aweivg A¯^w¯ÍKi †e`bv, 

e¨v_v, A¯^w¯Í, Aek) weMZ 12 gv‡mi g‡a¨ Avcwb wK 

Avcbvi ¯^vfvweK Kvh©vewj (†hgbt PvKzwi, M„n¯v’wji 

KvR, kL) †_‡K weiZ †_‡K‡Qb?  

1.              Nvo  

           bv               nu¨v 

     1                 2 

2.               Nvo  

          bv               nu¨v 

     1                2 

3.                  Nvo  

           bv                  nu¨v 

      1           2          

 

4.          Kuva mg~n 

1  bv                   nu¨v 

                    2             Wvb Kuv‡a 

           

                    3             evg Kuv‡a  

            

                    4             Dfq Kuv‡a  

 

5.            Kuva mg~n 

    bv                  nu¨v 

1                   2             Wvb Kuv‡a 

           

                    3             evg Kuv‡a  

            

                    4             Dfq Kuv‡a 

 

6.       Kuva mg~n (GK Kuva/ Dfq Kuva) 

  

             bv                  nu¨v 

        1           2 

7.         KbyB mg~n  

    bv                 nu¨v 

1                 2           Wvb KbyB‡q 

  

                  3          evg KbyB‡q 

 

                   4           Dfq KbyB‡q     

 

8.         KbyBmg~n  

    bv                 nu¨v 

1                  2           Wvb KbyB‡q  

 

                   3          evg KbyB‡q  

            

                   4           Dfq KbyB‡q     

 

9.      KbyBmg~n (GK KbyB / Dfq KbyB)  

 

                 bv                nu¨v 

            1              2 

10.       Kwâmg~n / nvZ mg~n  

 

     bv          nu¨v 

 1             2           Wvb (Kwâ / nvZ)   

 

               3          evg (Kwâ / nvZ)                                

            

            4         Dfq KwR¡ / Dfq nvZ    

  

11.         KwR¡ mg~n / nvZ mg~n 

 

    bv            nu¨v 

1              2           Wvb (Kwâ / nvZ)   

 

               3          evg (Kwâ / nvZ)                                

            

            4          Dfq KwR¡ / Dfq nvZ 

12. Kwâ mg~n/ nvZ mg~n (GK nvZ A_ev GK Kwâ / 

Dfq nvZ A_ev Dfq Kwâ)  

 

               bv            nu¨v  

           1             2 

13.               wcV  

             bv            nu¨v  

         1             2 

14.                wcV  

             bv            nu¨v  

         1             2 

15.                wcV  

             bv             nu¨v  

         1             2 

16.       †Kvgi (wc‡Vi wb‡Pi Ask)  

                 bv            n¨v  

            1             2 

17.          †Kvgi  

          bv            n¨v  

      1             2 

18.            †Kvgi  

            bv            n¨v  

        1             2 

19.    GK A_ev Dfq Di~ Aw¯’Ø‡qi ms‡hvM ¯’j/ DiyØq 

/ wbZ¤ ̂ (Hips/thigh/buttoks)  
                       bv            nu¨v  

                  1             2 

20.     Di~Aw¯’Ø‡qi ms‡hvM ¯’j/ Di“Øq / wbZ¤^ 

            bv            nu¨v  

        1             2 

21.      Diy Aw¯’Ø‡qi ms‡hvM ¯’j/ DiyØq /  wbZ¤ ̂ 

(Hips/thigh/buttoks) 
                      bv            nu¨v  

                 1             2 

22.      GK A_ev Dfq nuvUz  

           bv            nü v  

      1             2 

23.         Dfq nuvUz  

          bv            nu¨v  

     1             2 

24.        Dfq nuvUz  

         bv            nu¨v  

    1             2 

25.       GK A_ev Dfq (†Mvovwji MuvU/                    

cv‡qi cvZv )  

                          bv            nu¨v  

                    1             2 

26.      †Mvovwji MuvU/ cv‡qi cvZv 

                bv            nu¨v  

           1             2 

27.     †Mvovwji MuvU/ cv‡qi cvZv 

                 bv            nu¨v  

             1             2 

√ 
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ভযাট্রিক্ট আায এক্সট্রিট্রভটি প্রশ্নাফরী 

াধাযণ তথয:  

১। ট্ররঙ্গ-                 □ ুরুল                  □ ভট্ররা 

২। ূণণনাভ- 

৩। জন্তাট্রযখ- 

৪। কভণস্থর- 

৫। আনায ফতণ ভান দফী- 

৬। কত ট্রদন ধরয আট্রন এ রদ আরেন?           
.................................................................. 

৭। প্তার আট্রন কতট্রদন কাজ করযন?               ..................................................................      

(ট্রফযট্রত ও অট্রতট্রযক্ত কারজয ভয় ফাদ ট্রদরয়) 

৮। প্রট্রতট্রদন কত ঘণ্টা কাজ করযন?                    

..................................................................            

(ট্রফযট্রত ও অট্রতট্রযক্ত কারজয ভয় ফাদ ট্রদরয়) 

৯। অট্রপর প্রট্রতট্রদন কট্রিউটায এয কারজয পেরন আট্রন কত ভয় ফযয় করযন? 

 (ট্রফযট্রত ও অট্রতট্রযক্ত কারজয ভয় ফাদ ট্রদরয়)      
................................................................... 

কভণস্থান: 

১০। কভণস্থরর আভায পেস্ক (রটট্রফর) রতালজনক/ উমুক্ত  উচ্চতায় আরে।                □ যা     □ না 

১১। আট্রভ আভায ুট্রফধা-ভত পেয়ারযয উচ্চতা ট্রযফতণ ন কযরত াট্রয।           □ যা     □ না 

১২। মখন আট্রভ ভাউ ফযাফায কট্রয তখন আভায াত পটট্রফররয উয থারক।     □ যাাঁ     □না        

১৩। কারজয ভয় আট্রভ পম পেয়ায ফযফায কট্রয তা আভায ট্ররেয ট্রনরেয        □ যা     □ না 

  অংরয/রকাভরযয বায ফন করয। 

১৪। ট্রকরফােণ টি যাট্রয আভায াভরন যাখা থারক।                                                        □ যা     □ না 

১৫। কট্রিউটারযয ভট্রনটযটিও যাট্রয আভায াভরন যাখা থারক।              □ যাাঁ     □ না 

১৬। কাজ কযায জনয আভায অট্রপর মণাপ্ত ট্রযভাণ জায়গা আরে।             □ যাাঁ     □ না 
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াযীট্রযক অফস্থানবট্রঙ্গিঃ                ফভয়   প্রায়ই  ভারে ভারে  কদাট্রেৎ  কখনও না 

১৭। কাজ কযায ভয় আট্রভ একটা বার              □       □     □       □       □                           
অফস্থারন ফর কাজ কট্রয। 

১৮। কারজয ভয় আট্রভ একই বারফ দীঘণ ভয়          □       □    □        □      □             
ফর থাট্রক। 

১৯। প্রট্রতট্রদন দইু ঘণ্টায পফট্র ভয় মাফৎ আট্রভ         □       □    □        □       □            
কাাঁধ উাঁেু করয ফর কাজ কট্রয। 

২০। কাজ কযায ভয় আট্রভ ঠিক                  □       □     □       □       □       
অফস্থারন ফট্র না।    

২১। অট্রপর একই কাজ ফাযফায কট্রয।                □       □    □        □       □ 

২২। াযীট্রযক বারফ আভায কাজটি                   □       □    □        □       □               
খুফ ক্লাট্রতকয।                       

২৩। কীরফােণ  ফযাফায কারর আভায াত               □      □     □        □       □         
এফং ফাহু পাজাুট্রজ বারফ থারক। 

২৪। কাজ কযায ভয় আভায ভাথা েুাঁ রক থারক।         □      □     □         □      □ 

২৫। ভাথা োরন অথফা ফারভ েুাঁ রক/ পফরক থারক।        □       □     □         □      □ 

২৬। ধড় োরন অথফা ফারভ পফাঁরক থারক।             □       □     □         □      □ 

২৭। আট্রভ একট্রদরক পফাঁরক থাট্রক।                   □      □      □         □      □ 

 

কাজ ট্রনয়ন্ত্রনিঃ                ফভয়     প্রায়ই    ভারে ভারে    কদাট্রেৎ    কখনও না 

২৮। কাজ ট্রকবারফ কযফ তা আট্রভ          □        □        □         □         □             

ট্রনরজই ঠিক কট্রয। 

২৯। পমরকারনা ট্রদ্ধাত গ্ররণয              □        □        □         □         □               

ভয় আট্রভ অনযরদয ারথ অংগ্রণ কট্রয। 

৩০। আট্রভ ট্রনরজই আভায কারজ ট্রযফতণ ন     □         □       □          □         □ 

আনায ট্রদ্ধাত ট্রনরত াট্রয।                                                                

৩১। আট্রভ ট্রনরজই আভায কারজয           □         □       □          □         □ 

গট্রত এফং কারজয ভয় ঠিক কট্রয।  

৩২। কারজয ভযা গুররা আট্রভ            □         □       □          □         □         

ট্রনরজই ভাধান কট্রয। 

৩৩। আভায কাজ আভায দক্ষতা ফৃট্রদ্ধ করয।   □         □       □           □         □ 

৩৪। আট্রভ আভায কারজয ভাধযরভ নতুন    □         □       □           □         □      
অরনক ট্রকেু ট্রখরত াট্রয। 

৩৫। আভায কারজ আভারক ৃট্রিীর রত য়।   □        □       □            □         □ 
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৩৬। আট্রভ আভায োকুযীরত ট্রফট্রবন্ন          □         □        □           □         □          

ধযরনয কাজ কট্রয। 

 

কভণ োট্রদা:                       ফভয়   প্রায়ই   ভারে ভারে    কদাট্রেৎ  কখনও না 

৩৭। আট্রভ অট্রতট্রযক্ত োরয ভরধয আভায কাজ কট্রয।     □      □        □        □       □ 

৩৮। ঠিক ভরয় কাজ পল কযা আভায জরনয কঠিন    □      □        □        □       □               

রয় রয।                 

৩৯। আভায কাজ পল কযায জরনয আভারক           □      □        □        □      □                       
অট্রতট্রযক্ত ভয় ট্রনরত য়। 

৪০। কাজ পল কযায জরনয আভায মণাপ্ত ভয়        □       □        □        □      □                     
নাই।  

৪১। ঠিক ভরয় কাজ পল কযায জরনয আভারক       □       □        □        □      □                      
দ্রুত গট্রতরত কাজ কযরত য়।    

৪২। আভায কাজ গুররা অরনক কঠিন।              □        □        □        □      □ 

৪৩। আভারক অরনক কাজ কযরত য়।              □       □         □        □      □  

 
ট্রফযট্রতয ভয়:                ফভয়     প্রায়ই    ভারে ভারে    কদাট্রেৎ    কখনও না 

৪৪। আট্রভ আভায কভণট্রফযট্রতয         □        □         □         □        □         
ট্রযকল্পনা কযরত াট্রয। 

৪৫। আট্রভ আভায কারজয ভয়টারক         □       □         □         □         □              
বাগ কযরত াট্রয। 

৪৬। কখন ট্রফযট্রত ট্রনফ তা আট্রভ         □       □         □          □        □           
ট্রনরজই ঠিক কট্রয। 

৪৭। আট্রভ আভায াযীট্রযক               □       □         □          □        □          
অফস্থান বট্রঙ্গ ট্রযফতণ ন কট্রয। 

৪৮। আট্রভ আভায কারজয               □       □         □          □        □    
ধাযাফাট্রকতা ট্রযফতণ ন কট্রয। 

৪৯। আট্রভ কট্রিউটায োড়াও কাজ কট্রয।     □       □         □          □         □     

৫০। দইু ঘণ্টা য য আট্রভ          □       □         □          □         □               
দ ট্রভট্রনট ট্রফযট্রত ট্রনই। 

৫১। আট্রভ আভায কভণট্রফযট্রত              □        □         □           □        □             
টারক মণাপ্ত ভরন কট্রয।   
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কারজয ট্রযরফ:            ফভয়     প্রায়ই    ভারে ভারে    কদাট্রেৎ    কখনও না 

৫২। আভায কারজয ট্রযরফ খুফ বার।     □      □        □         □         □     

৫৩। অট্রপরয পবতরযয ট্রযরফ খুফ শুষ্ক।    □      □        □         □         □     

৫৪। অট্রপরয পবতরযয ফাতা খুফ োণ্ডা।     □      □        □         □         □ 

৫৫। অট্রপর অপ্ররয়াজনীয় ফাতা পফী।      □      □        □         □         □                 

৫৬। কারজয ভয় মণাপ্ত ট্রযভাণ শুষ্ক       □      □        □         □         □                
ফাতা াওয়া মায়। 

৫৭। আভায কারজয ট্রযরফ অরনক         □      □        □         □         □ 

পকারারূণণ। 

৫৮। কভণস্থর খুফ পফী আররাট্রকত।         □       □        □         □        □ 

৫৯। আট্রভ কট্রিউটায ভট্রনটরযয ট্রদরক       □       □        □         □        □         
ট্রস্থযদটৃ্রিরত তাট্রকরয় থাট্রক। 

৬০। কট্রিউটারযয ভট্রনটয আররায         □       □        □         □        □   
প্রট্রতপরন করয। 

 

াভাট্রজক ায়তা:           ফভয়    প্রায়ই    ভারে ভারে    কদাট্রেৎ    কখনও না 

৬১। কারজয গট্রত ফাধাীন।             □       □       □          □         □  

৬২। কাজ ট্রফলয়ক পম পকান প্রশ্ন          □       □       □          □         □                
ফা তদত কযরত াট্রয। 

৬৩। আভায কাজ অনযানয কভীরদয      □       □        □          □         □            
উয ট্রনবণ যীর। 

৬৪। আভায কারজয ট্রযরফ স্বট্রস্থদায়ক।    □       □         □          □         □                                                   

৬৫। মট্রদ আট্রভ আভায কারজ পকান       □       □         □          □         □                     
বুর কট্রয, আট্রভ আভায অনযনয                                                                              
কভীরদয পথরক াাময াই। 

৬৬। মট্রদ আট্রভ আভায কারজ পকান       □       □        □           □         □           
বুর কট্রয,আভায ুাযবাইজারযয                                                                                 
াাময াই।   

৬৭। আভায কভীযা ফনু্ধবাফান্ন।       □      □         □          □          □ 

৬৮। আভায ুাআযবাইজাযও         □      □         □           □          □   
ফনু্ধবাফান্ন।                 
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Name of the investigator ------------------------------------------------------ has been asked to take 

part in a research study on the Self-reported musculoskeletal complaints and its physical and 

psychological risk factors of arm, neck, shoulder and back among computer office workers. 

The aims of the study is to identify the prevalence & associated physical & psychological risk 

factors of complaints of arm, neck, shoulder & back among office computer users in 

Bangladesh. 

-------------------------------------- will be given two questionnaire to fill up which will take 

approximately 15 minutes and the researcher will fill up a questionnaire by observing his 

posture which will take not more than 5 minutes. 

Participants will have the choice to answer with the questionnaire or not. Participants will 

entirely voluntary and respondent has the right to withdraw consent and discontinue 

participation in the study at any time without prejudice to present or future benefits. There is 

no cost for any part of the study. 

No discomfort or risk is anticipated. It is hoped that respondent will enjoy participating in 

this study. Information from this study will be anonymously coded to ensure confidentiality. 

The written document from the study will be kept in a locked cabinet.  The materials or 

written document of this study will be viewed by the researcher and her supervisor only and 

will be destroyed upon completion of data analysis.  

The researcher will be available to answer any questions you may have concerning the study, 

the procedures and any risks or benefit that may arise from participating in this study. 

As a participant of the previously named client, I give permission for her to participate in the 

research study described. 

A copy of this consent form has been given to me. 

 

Signed: 

Participant------------------------------------------                                             Date--------- 

Investigator-----------------------------------------                                             Date--------- 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 7                                                                            Consent form 
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ম্মট্রত ত্র  

আট্রভ পাট্রযা পোাঁধটু্রয, গরফলণাকাযী আভায গরফলণায় আনায অংগ্ররণয অনভুট্রত প্রাথণনা কযট্রে। 
ফাংরারদরয কট্রিউটায অট্রপ কযট্রভরদয ঘাড়, ফাহু, কাাঁধ ও পভরুদরণ্ডয ট্রনজস্ব অট্রবরমাগ এফং এই 
িট্রকণ তাযীট্রযক, ভানটু্রলক ভযা ভূই রে আভায গরফলণায ট্রফলয়ফস্তু। আভায গরফলণায উরেয 
রে ফাংরারদরয কট্রিউটায অট্রপ কভীরদয ঘাড়, ফাহু, কাাঁধ ও পভরুদরণ্ডয ট্রনজস্ব ফা স্বকীয় 
অট্রবরমারগয তকযা ায এফং এই িট্রকণ ত াযীট্রযক ও ভানটু্রলক েুাঁ ট্রকভূ ট্রেট্রিত কযা। 

.............................................। আনারক দটুি প্রশ্নত্র পদয়া রফ, প্রশ্নরত্র উত্তয ট্ররট্রফদ্ধ কযরত 
রফ। মায জনয ট্রকেু ভয় প্ররয়াজন রত ারয। এোড়াও গরফলণাকাযী আনায ফায অফস্থা মণরফক্ষণ 
করয ট্রনরজ একটি প্রশ্নত্র যূণ কযরফ। 

এইগরফলণায়আনাযঅংগ্রণিূণণ্ট্রেক।আনাযিূণণঅট্রধকাযআরেরমরকারনাভরয়ম্মট্রতওঅংগ্রণপ্রতযাায
কযফায। এই গরফলণায়অংগ্রণ কযায জনয আট্রন পকান প্রকায আট্রথণক ায়তা ারফন না। 

এই গরফলণায়অংগ্ররণ আনারক পকান অস্বট্রি ফা েুাঁ ট্রকয মু্মখীন রত রফ না। পগানীয়তা যক্ষারথণ 
নাভ-ীনবারফ তথয ংযট্রক্ষত রফ। 
আনাযনাভঠিকানারকানধযরনযপ্রকানায়রকানবারফপ্রকাকযারফনা।ট্ররট্রখতউকযণগুররাতারাফন্ধড্রয়ারযংযট্রক্ষ
তরফ।শুধুভাত্রগরফলণাকাযী এফং তায তত্ত্বাফধায়কএতথযগুররাযপ্ররফাট্রধকাযারফ এফং তথয উাত্তগুররা 
ট্রফরেলণ কযায য এই তথয ভূনি করয পপরা রফ। 

এই গরফলণায়অংগ্রণ কারীন পম পকান েুাঁ ট্রক, ভযা ফা ংট্রেি গরফলণা ংক্রাত পম পকান প্ররশ্নয উত্তয 
পদয়ায জনয গরফলণাকাযী ফাধয থাকরফন। 

আট্রভ উরযয তথযগুররা িরকণ  িূণণ অফগত এফং ্ট্রেকবারফ এই গরফলণায় অংগ্রণ কযফায 
ম্মট্রত প্রদান কযরাভ| 

 

 
াক্ষয: 

গরফলণাকাযী   .................................               তাট্রযখ ....................... 

অংগ্রণকাযী ..................................                তাট্রযখ ........................ 

 

 


